
InTouch Unlimited

Empowering connected 
workers beyond HMI

AVEVA™ InTouch HMI empowers customers and system-builders to build connected operations 
and increase productivity and efficiency. It connects to any device to provide real-time 
visualization anytime, anywhere.
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InTouch Unlimited

InTouch Unlimited licensing
Imagine the new possibilities with unlimited scalability, connectivity, reporting and web access.

AVEVA offers the most flexible subscription and perpetual licensing to meet your business needs. Operational 
monitoring and control is now at your fingertips, using any HTML5-compliant web browser.

Connect, visualize, analyze, report
InTouch Unlimited ushers in a new industrial operations experience through the power of web and mobile apps, 
enabling more connected operations and connected workers. It includes rich reporting and analysis capabilities  
for operational and compliance reporting through AVEVA Reports for Operations and AVEVA Historian.  
AVEVA Historian is only included in the InTouch Unlimited Premier edition.

When you need a modern HMI that does more for your business, we’ll take you there.

InTouch Unlimited (Premier)
Subscription - Flex credits

Capture and store high-fidelity 
industrial data with the included 
process historian and clients that give 
you unmatched access to your 
process, alarm, and event history data.

InTouch Unlimited (Professional)
Perpetual licensing

Get powerful tools for multi-node 
deployments with powerful 
self-service content and reporting 
capabilities.

InTouch Unlimited (Standard)
Perpetual licensing

Build efficient HMIs, communicate 
with automation devices and 
controllers, and log historical 
alarms and data.
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Versatility and extensibility
The Map App web widget 
provides a zoomable built-in 
map that displays graphics 
in a geographical context. 
It supports map providers 
including Bing, Google, Baidu, 
and ARCGIS. 

The QR code reader widget 
lets mobile operators 
dynamically access contextual 
information with any 
smart device for inventory 
management and standard 
operational instructions.

Secure, unlimited access
Unlimited scalability across 
the organization, including 
outside the OT network. 
Use unlimited tags/clients 
and the expanded AVEVA 
portfolio.

Increased open-standards 
support for OPC-UA/MQTT 
publisher for real-time 
data-accessibility to 3rd 
party systems.

Powerful web HMI
Full web HMI SCADA 
functionality that 
distributed, mobile workers 
can access on any device.

Responsive and portable 
graphics provide 100% 
reusable content across any 
device or OS.

 Key benefits: InTouch Unlimited

To empower your operations, visit aveva.com/en/products/intouch-hmi

https://www.aveva.com/
https://www.aveva.com/en/products/intouch-hmi/

